The Rise and Fall of The NEW Four Seasons 1966 to 1977
Chapter 5 - Escape from the Despair of Motown: 73 to 75
The failure of the ‘Chameleon’ album to have any impact must have been a big blow to Bob Gaudio’s confidence. After all this was the second time he had followed his instincts to create a new direction for the
Four Seasons and the second failure. But the chances
of success had been slim as an overview of the music
scene in 1972 and 73 shows.
From 1972 emerging genres dominated pop music.” Glamour,
self-indulgence, and camping it up- these were the watchwords of
a musical year when the political and social conscience of the
1960s already seemed a generation away. Maybe escapism was
excusable in a year that included the killings at the Munich Olympics, the Watergate burglary, and the biggest B-52 bombing raids yet on Vietnam”(‘Rock’N’Roll Year by
Year’:Crampton & Rees). Will Romano describes it in his Goldmine article “Head back to 1973: Prog rock's perfect
storm” “It (1973) was a time of great political turmoil and musical upheaval.. U.S. President Nixon, in his second
term, was embroiled in political morass, the Vietnam War had escalated to frighteningly new heights (despite peace
talks), and the hardcore spirit of activism of the ’60s had tapered off, hindered by a creeping feeling of indifference.
Despite, or perhaps because of, world events (and the repercussions of U.S. foreign policy around the globe), rock
music had become more ambitious and creative than ever. It seemed the more helpless we felt in the face of world
events, the more artists of the early 1970s were motivated to create music of grand scope, just as fans clung to it for
wisdom and even escape. “I think the music being made then had something to do with the political climate at the
time and rise of the counterculture,” says Spock’s Beard guitarist Alan Morse, “The ’60s were about rejecting the
norms and progressive music grew out of that.” With these genres dominant how could a 60s group trying to provide
a message compete? And did ‘Chameleon’ present a cohesive message?
The show ‘Jersey Boys’ shows the grit and determination of Bob and Frankie to battle adversity in the early years
of their careers. It is not unexpected therefore that the frustrations of Motown and the company’s lack of real support
and direction would focus their belief that they could still find success. Bob Gaudio’s reaction was to bury himself in
producing at Motown and his projects with Diana Ross and Michael
Jackson in 1973 would re-focus his skills.
Bobby Darin With Bob Crewe 1973
Frankie and the group were still in great demand on the oldies circuit
which was still a good source of income in the changing pop music
scene. Bob Crewe had recovered from his own despair by 1972 at being made bankrupt with the collapse in 1970 of Crewe Records and
reputedly suffering a nervous breakdown. By late 1972 he was signed
to Motown as a writer/producer on such records as “No Time At All” by
Irene Ryan and he immediately started work with the legendary Bobby
Darin on a new album. One of the key tracks was ‘Happy’ , the Smokey
Robinson – Michel Legrande penned theme to Berry Gordy’s movie
with Diane Ross, ‘Lady Sings The Blues’. He also created some very
harmonic ‘Seasons’ styled backings on ‘Another Song on My Mind’ and
‘ I Won’t Last A Day Without You’. This latter track has been listed in
the Motown vaults as being recorded by Frankie Valli so there is a suspicion that members of the group may have been used for the backing
vocals and this was used on both the Darin and Valli sessions. Unfortunately a heart operation resulted in Bobby’s tragic and untimely death
and the album was finished with infill songs and released in Feb 1974.
( Bobby passed away on Dec. 20, 1973) Bob Crewe had however
shown to everyone that he had not lost his touch. He was asked to
write with Bob Gaudio again but also with an excellent songwriter in
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Frankie Valli 1973 ; Photo by John Paiva

Whilst the belief was still there in the group and core
fans…..Motown were starting to ‘unravel’ and in particular
Berry Gordy who was distracted by his involvement emotionally and professionally with Diana Ross and her emerging
film career, but the slow decline of Motown during this period
shows why the Four Seasons didn’t have a chance of success……
“Berry was chasing a dream. His very special gift for pop
song writing was abandoned in an attempt to re-create the
flavour of the jazz clubs he had haunted as a teen……
Meanwhile, the record division would battle an industry trend
that had already changed the shape of black music……
Motown record division floundered……Part of the reason
could be traced to the departure of Barney Ales. From the
very beginning, Ales had been squeezing distributors for
overdue dollars and pushing his salesmen: he was the business backbone of Motown….if Berry had provided Motown
Records with inspiration, Barney’s ability to get money had
been its guts. Without either of these men active in the company, Motown became just another record company.” And
not a well run one!
But this is a ‘Lesson In Survival’ as Rex Woodard recalled of
the time….. “Still, in 1973 the Four Seasons had gained their reputation on records and across the airwaves. The
band’s older members, Valli, Long and Gaudio, felt increased pressure to turn the corner on this segment of their
career. Could that corner be turned however? What other American group had stayed on top for so long? The
Beach Boys were in a terrible mess at the time themselves. Maybe the effort was futile. To make matters worse,
Valli was growing deaf. It took tremendous amplification for him to just hear himself sing. The frustration began
peaking in early March 1973. During a Puerto Rican gig, drummer Wilson quit without notice. This infuriated Valli,
who wanted to cancel the group’s remaining engagements. Ken Roberts, the group’s manager, ordered Valli to hire
a replacement. If worse came to worse, and they couldn’t find one in time, their repertoire was not so difficult that a
session man couldn’t have stood in for a short time.
The quartet continued to perform with a substitute drummer, but the group suffered from unresolved internal conflicts. Roberts had scheduled another English tour for April followed by a German television special and a May tour
of South Africa. The crisis came to a head on 25 March 1973 during a concert at the Capitol Theatre in Passaic,
New Jersey. The time came for
Deloach to sing his solo selection. Live on Stage in 1972—Line-up left to right: Clay Jordan, Frankie Valli, Joe Long
He refused saying his throat hurt.
and Demetri Callas. In the background, Rich (Duke) Natoli is playing sax, and
Valli, a 20 year veteran who had
we believe the drummer is Paul Wilson.
experienced hecklers, derelict
drunks, gay bars and damp
basement taverns, was dumbfounded at Deloach’s lackadaisical attitude towards his audience.
The spectators never noticed this
short scene, and the show was
completed, but Valli exploded
backstage. Valli angrily proclaimed his retirement and his
intention to disband the Four
Seasons. With that, he departed
for a lengthy “rest” to an unknown destination.
Clearly, Valli was near the point
of a total breakdown. His stomach ulcers bothered him, he
couldn’t hear a damn thing and
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he couldn’t adapt to performing without Gaudio’s presence. To add to his other problems his 13 year marriage had
gone down the drain. Gaudio, Callas and Long conferred with manager, Roberts, in hopes of saving the overseas
tour. Jordan and Ruzicka were possibly available to rejoin the group but for what purpose with no lead singer? To
no one’s surprise, Valli’s “retirement” ended in a matter of a few weeks. Valli had overcome too many obstacles to
chuck it all this quick.”. ...said Rex
This year the Philips litigation ended with the Four Seasons attaining the rights to all their recorded masters from
1962 through to 1970. This placed the fellows in an absolutely unique status, one not shared by the Beatles, Beach
Boys, Elvis, Rolling Stones or any other major act. They offered to sell this valuable acquisition to Motown and were
shocked when the company showed no interest. This turn of events later proved to be providential; today they periodically lease the catalogue to various labels, retaining ownership, artistic control and the resulting barrels of bucks.
Longines Symphonette Society agreed to a lucrative lease agreement to issue a massive 60 song, four record set
entitled “The Greatest Hits Of Frankie Valli And The Fabulous Four Seasons”. Incredibly 350,000 four record sets sold via television orders in
the first five months. The tide was turning, the public was beginning to remember just how much it enjoyed the “sound” of the
Four Seasons.
By April1973 the Four Seasons were again doing engagements. With all the changes, few noticed the young drummer added to the back-up group: Gerald M Polci. Little
was known about Polci at the time except for his close
association with Joe Morello of the Dave Brubeck Quartet. When Jordan finally left for school, the absence of
Jordan’s singing left a gap in the harmony. Drummer
Polci volunteered to supplement the back-up vocals.
What a pleasant surprise when they gave him a microphone! Polci possessed one of the best voices of anyone
ever associated with the Four Seasons. Polci comfortably
assumed permanent membership in the Four Seasons. Polci
was 21 years old, born 9 June 1952 in Passaic, New Jersey.
His first performance as a Season came in Chicago.
‘How Come?’ the only Four Seasons release of 1973 (May) consisted
of Valli and a Motown studio group. Gaudio did the vocal arrangements with
Crewe producing. Since the “Chameleon” album four were all still in the band, Motown promoted the disc using a
1971 group photograph. The George Clinton composition ’Life and Breath’ was on the ‘B’ side. Motown also tried
with a Valli solo 45 with the re-worked ‘You’ve Got Your Troubles’ in a morose ballad style as had been done at
Philips in 1970, coupled with ‘Listen To Yesterday’, a classic Crewe—Gaudio composition. (Motown 1251F) which
might have had success if the A/B sides had been reversed.
The Four Seasons Appreciation Society in Europe selected this time to release its much celebrated “Much Camp
And High Falsetto” bootleg album. This LP contains 15 scarce single sides, including “Sleeping Man”, the rare Philips tracks, jingles and Four Lovers material (I’ve never seen this record appear on an auction list so I cannot even
guess the value of this gem). Clay Jordan agreed to rejoin the Four Seasons briefly, on the understanding he could
leave in the fall to continue his studies at the San Francisco Music Conservatory. Finding a keyboardist proved
more difficult. Gaudio adamantly refused to go on the road again, he really abhorred the stage. The best keyboardist they located, simply could not sing but won the job due to his extraordinary arranging abilities. Lee Shapiro was
a 19 year old Manhattan School of Music student, born 7 June 1953 in Plainfield New Jersey.Lee Shapiro joined in
May 1973 ( with his first concert in Arie Crown Theatre, Chicago later in that month)
The frustrations of the previous four years continued unabated in summer 1973 . Rex Woodard again…”On 13 July
convicted felon and “stoolie” Gerald Zeimanowitz testified before a US Senate Sub Committee that the Four Seasons were connected with the Mafia. Allegedly, according to Zeimanowitz, mobster Angelo “Gyp” DeCarlo of New
Jersey owned a “piece” of the band. DeCarlo had been imprisoned in 1970 but pardoned by President Nixon in
1972. Zeimanowitz, however, really had his facts mixed up judging from his testimony, and probably confused the
Four Seasons with another act (Valli, when asked about the charge kept his humour: He just wanted to know why
his career was going so lousy despite these so-called friends in influential positions!).” Valli was very sensitive to
this news and was concerned it would alienate his fans if found to be true. Now he admits involvement in the ‘Jersey
Boys’ book and the association seems of little harm although it may be ‘fictionalised’ in the stage show.
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Motown had pencilled in an album for release in August 1973 called ‘Inside Out’.(Motown 788). As Rex Woodard
recalls…” Crewe and Gaudio cut eight solo Valli sides before the end of the year, including “My Eyes Adored You”.
Crewe recalls that Motown not only did not like their songs but was “downright puzzled” as to what compelled them
to think anyone else would. “
Other notable Crewe – Gaudio tracks from these sessions include… ‘Inside You’ and ‘With My Eyes Wide Open’
both of which have only just appeared on CD for the first time ever(2009). Instead, in October, US Motown, re-

leased ‘The Scalawag Song (And I Will Love Her)’[Motown 1279], a Bob Gaudio production for a solo
Frankie Valli, a quite outstanding song but it got little promotion….and they coupled it with ‘Listen To
Yesterday’ once again.
Examination of the archives and releases of the time show
how Crewe Gaudio and Kenny Nolan were trying to
achieve success for Valli solo and with the group. “
Kenny Nolan was a Los Angeles falsetto type singer
and song writer who was lead singer in the group
called Eleventh Hour. The group was produced and
managed by Bob Crewe and Kenny Nolan who
was quoted to be a second Frankie Valli with reservations! “ recalls George Ingram.
‘Hickory’, ‘Charisma’, ‘Hymn To Her’, ‘Lovers’,
(the last two both unreleased) and ‘My Eyes
Adored You’ were all created at this time but the
decision making and release choices where not
cohesive. ...As the story of the lost track ‘I Wonder
Why’ shows…(see ‘Timepiece’ article that follows
this Chapter)
Change continued as Rex Woodard tells us…“Before
the end of 1973, the Four Seasons finally played Las Vegas, three years later than once hoped. (A few years later,
they became the third act to be invited to headline at the new
International Hotel, following Presley and Sinatra). They also did
several television spots for the first time in 10 years. Gaudio may have
joined in a couple of times
due to the large audience. If the light lay at the end of the tunnel it shone too dimly for Callas. Callas enjoyed the
Four Seasons but no longer believed there would be a “comeback”. He gracefully gave notice to begin preparations
for a replacement. He had played a very key role in the band; past experience dictated that great care had to be
taken in selecting his successor to avert another disaster. Demetri was slightly more pragmatic about the event saying….”I sensed my dismissal was nearing while performing with the Seasons. I was irresponsible....not a good team
player.....and failed to thoroughly grasp the importance of the position that was afforded me by Bob and Frank. I
chose to walk. It would be fair to say that I did not believe the Seasons would prevail as hit-makers. I was wrong;
the Seasons continued to produce great recordings and to perform for decades.”
Joshua Baer recalls how Don ‘Cyclone’ Ciccone was recruited……In 1973 Don Ciccone was a studio musician living in New York City. Because he was rarely home, he attached a recording device to his telephone. One night, in
the course of playing back the day’s calls, Don came across the message that would turn him into a Four Season.
“The voice,” Don explains, “said, ‘Hello, this is Frankie Valli of The Four Seasons. We’d like you to get in touch with
us as soon as you can’. I was stunned. I mean, the last time I’d even thought about The Four Seasons was when I
was a freshman at Villanova. This friend of mine and I were supposed to do all the set designs for the big campus
auditorium. As it turned out, The Four Seasons were the first show that came to town after we got the job. We put
together some stupid thing, a painted backdrop of four trees going through the different seasons – very original, you
know. But I got a free ticket to the show, and I went, and I thought they were really great. But I never dreamed I’d
be playing with them someday”. Frankie Valli needed a band to tour with after the March debacle, so the two of
them (Gaudio and Valli) had decided to collect four singing musicians who could back up Valli and faithfully reproduce old Four Seasons material. Half through instinct and half through intention, they hired four excellent musicians
who were, as it turned out, not unlike themselves when they started out in The Four Lovers.”
Rex again…..”Ciccone’s credentials were impressive. Born 28 February 1946 Ciccone enjoyed the national spotlight in the mid ‘60s as lead singer, lead guitarist and composer for the Critters. A draft notice cut short this moment
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